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Abstract
Let G be the collection of sets T such that the greedy algorithm obtains the optimal T-span of Kn
for all n1, E the collection of sets T such that spT (G)= spT (K(G)) is true for all graphs G. Many
families in G or E have been discovered. We know that r-initial set and k multiple of s set are all in
G ∩ E. Liu (T-colorings of graphs, Discrete Math. 10 (1992), 203–212) extended k multiple of s set
by union with another set S′. In this paper, we continue to study the T-set in G and E, extending some
T-sets by the similar way.
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1. Introduction
T-colorings were introduced by Hale [1] in connection with the channel assignment
problem in communications. In this problem, there are some transmitters in a region. We
wish to assign to each transmitter a frequency and avoid the interference. The interference
occurswhen the difference of channels used by the transmitters falls in the given interference
set T.
Given a set T of non-negative integers and T contains 0, a T-coloring of a simple graph
G is a function f from V (G) to the set of non-negative integers such that if {u, v} ∈
E(G) then |f (u) − f (v)| /∈ T . The T-span of a T-coloring f , denoted by spT (f ), is
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max{|f (u) − f (v)|, u, v ∈ V (G)}. The T-span of G, denoted by spT (G), is the minimum
T-span over all T-colorings of G.
Let Kn be the complete graph with n vertices. For a given T, the greedy T-algorithm on
Kn colors vertices of Kn sequentially. At each step, it uses the smallest possible number
that will not violate the deﬁnition of a T-coloring. But the greedy algorithm does not always
provide the optimal T-span. LetG be the collection of sets T, such that the greedy algorithm
introduced above obtains the optimal T-span ofKn for all n1. On the other hand, It is well
known that spT (G)spT (K(G)) for any T and G, where (G) is the chromatic number of
G. So it is interesting to check when the equality holds. We deﬁne E to be the collection of
sets T, such that spT (G) = spT (K(G)) is true for all graphs G.
Given T, the T-graph denoted by GT was deﬁned by Liu [2] as follows:
V (GT ) = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, {a, b} ∈ E(GT ) ⇐⇒ |a − b| /∈ T .
The T-graph of order n, denoted byGnT is the subgraph ofGT induced by the ﬁrst n vertices.
In GT , the recursive clique of size i, denoted by RKi , is the clique with vertex set deﬁned
by V (RK1) = {0}, and for m2, V (RKm) = V (RKm−1) ∪ {x} where x is the vertex with
the smallest index adjacent to all vertices of V (RKm−1).
Throughout this paper, let Z+ denote the set of positive integers. For any two integers
a and b with ab, let [a, b] denote the set {a, a + 1, a + 2, . . . , b}. Many families in G
or in E have been discovered. We know that r-initial set and k multiple of s set are all in
G ∩ E. Liu [2] extended k multiple of s set by union with another set S′. In Section 2, we
list some previous results. In Section 3, we extend the T-sets in Section 2 with a similar
way.
The following characterizations of G and E, provided by Liu [3], are very useful.
Theorem 1.1 (Liu [3]). For any T and any positive integer m, spT (Km)=n−1 if and only
if n is the minimum number such that (GnT ) = m.
Theorem 1.2 (Liu [3]). Given T, T ∈ G if and only if for all n ∈ Z+, the maximum
recursive clique in GnT is a maximum clique.
Theorem 1.3 (Liu [3]). For any T, T ∈ E if and only if (GnT ) = (GnT ) for all n ∈ Z+.
2. Previous results
In this section, we list here the previous results that will be extended in Section 3.
Theorem 2.1 (Tesman [4]). If T ={0}∪[s, l],where s, l ∈ Z+, then T ∈ G. Furthermore,
if m = ks + b with k ∈ Z+ ∪ {0} and 1bs, then spT (Km) = k(l + s) + b − 1.
Theorem 2.2 (Liu [3]). If T = {0} ∪ [s, l], where s, l ∈ Z+, T ∈ E if and only if l = ms
for some m ∈ Z+.
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Theorem 2.3 (Liu [3]). If T = {0, as, a(s + 1), . . . , al} ∪ A, where s, l, a ∈ Z+, s l,
and A ⊆ [as + 1, al − 1], then
(i) T ∈ G and,
(ii) T ∈ E if and only if l = ms for some m ∈ Z+.
Theorem 2.4 (Liu [2]). Let Np = {p, 2p, 3p, . . .}. If T = ([0, a + b] − {a + 1}) ∪ S,
where a = cp, c1, p2, b2, i(a + 1) /∈Np and (a + b + 1) + i(a + 1) /∈Np for all
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1, and S has the following properties:
(i) All numbers in S are less than pa + p + b,
(ii) Np ∩ [0, pa + p + b − 1] ⊆ S,
(iii) i(a + 1) /∈ S and (a + b + 1) + i(a + 1) /∈ S for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1.
Then T ∈ E, and spT (Km)= k(pa+ p + b)+ (l − 1)(a + 1),m= kp + l, k0, 1 lp.
Corollary 2.5 (Liu [2]). If T = [0, a] ∪ {a + 2, a + 4, a + 6, . . . , 2(a + 1)} ∪ R, where a
is an even integer and R ⊆ {a + 5, a + 7, . . . , 2(a + 1) + 1}, then T ∈ E, and
spT (Km) =
{
k(2a + 4) if m = 2k + 1, k0,
(k − 1)(2a + 4) + a + 1 if m = 2k, k1.
Corollary 2.6 (Liu [2]). If T = ([0, a+4]− {a+1})∪{a+6, a+8, . . . , 2(a+1), 2(a+
1) + 2} ∪ R, where a is an even integer and R ⊆ {a + 7, a + 9, . . . , 2(a + 1) + 3}, then
T ∈ E, and
spT (Km) =
{
k(2a + 6) if m = 2k + 1, k0,
(k − 1)(2a + 6) + a + 1 if m = 2k, k1.
3. Main results
Liu [2] extended k-multiple of s set T to T ′ = T ∪ S′, where all numbers in S′ are greater
than or equal to s(k + 2) and S′ does not contain any number of
[s(2k + 1) + 1, s(2k + 3) − 1] ∪ [s(3k + 2) + 1, s(3k + 4) − 1]
∪ [s(4k + 3) + 1, s(4k + 5) − 1] ∪ · · · .
We now use the similar way to extend the theorems in previous section as follows.
Theorem 3.1. If T ′ = {0} ∪ [s, l] ∪ S′, where s, l ∈ Z+ and S′ ⊆ ∪∞i=1[s + i(s + l),
l + i(s + l)], then T ′ ∈ G. Furthermore, if m = ks + b with k ∈ Z+ ∪ {0} and 1bs,
then spT ′(Km) = k(l + s) + b − 1.
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Proof. Let T = {0} ∪ [s, l], then T ⊆ T ′, GT ′ is a subgraph of GT , and we may delete
some edges of GT to get GT ′ . It is easy to see that the vertex sets of the recursive cliques
of GT and GT ′ all are
[0, s − 1] ∪ [s + l, 2s + l − 1] ∪ [2s + 2l, 3s + 2l − 1]
∪ [3s + 3l, 4s + 3l − 1] ∪ · · · .
So Gn
T ′ and G
n
T share the same maximum recursive clique for all n ∈ Z+. By
Theorem 2.1, we know that T ∈ G, and by Theorem 1.2, the maximum recursive clique of
GnT is a maximum clique for all n ∈ Z+. Hence the maximum recursive clique of GnT ′ is
also a maximum clique. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, we have T ′ ∈ G. Furthermore, similar
to Theorem 2.1, by Theorem 1.1, if m = ks + b with k ∈ Z+ ∪ {0} and 1bs, we have
spT ′(Km) = k(l + s) + b − 1. The proof is complete. 
Theorem 3.2. IfT ′={0}∪[s, l]∪S′,where s, l ∈ Z+ andS′ ⊆ ∪∞i=1[s+i(s+l), l+i(s+l)],
then T ′ ∈ E if and only if l = ms for some m ∈ Z+.
Proof. Let T = {0} ∪ [s, l], then T ⊆ T ′ and GT ′ is a subgraph of GT . So
(GnT ′)(G
n
T ′)(G
n
T ) (1)
for all n ∈ Z+. From the proof of Theorem 3.1, we know that
(GnT ′) = (GnT ) (2)
for all n ∈ Z+.
If l = ms, from Theorem 2.2 we know that T = {0} ∪ [s,ms] ∈ E. By Theorem 1.3, we
have
(GnT ) = (GnT ) (3)
for all n ∈ Z+.
Combining (1)–(3), we get (Gn
T ′) = (GnT ′) for all n ∈ Z+. By Theorem 2.3, we have
T ′ ∈ E.
The other proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [3]. 
Theorem 3.3. If T ′ = {0, as, a(s + 1), . . . , al} ∪ A ∪ S′, where s, l, a ∈ Z+, s l,
A ⊆ [as + 1, al − 1], and S′ ⊆ ∪∞i=1[as + i(as + al), al + i(as + al)], then
(i) T ′ ∈ G and,
(ii) T ′ ∈ E if and only if l = ms for some m ∈ Z+.
Proof. Let T = {0, as, a(s + 1), . . . , al} ∪ A. Note that the vertex sets of the recursive
cliques of GT and GT ′ all are
[0, as − 1] ∪ [as + al, 2as + al − 1] ∪ [2as + 2al, 3as + 2al − 1]
∪ [3as + 3al, 4as + 3al − 1] ∪ · · · .
The following proof of case (i) is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, and the proof of case
(ii) is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.3.2. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let Np ={p, 2p, 3p, . . .}. If T ′ = ([0, a+b]− {a+1})∪S ∪S′, where a=
cp, c1, p2, b2, i(a+1) /∈Np, (a+b+1)+i(a+1) /∈Np for all i=0, 1, 2, . . . , p−1,
and S has the following properties:
(i) All numbers in S are less than pa + p + b,
(ii) Np ∩ [0, pa + p + b − 1] ⊆ S,
(iii) i(a + 1) /∈ S and (a + b + 1)+ i(a + 1) /∈ S for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1; S′ contains
no j (pa + p + b) + i(a + 1) and j (pa + p + b) + i(a + b + 1) for all j ∈ Z+,
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1.
ThenT ′ ∈ E, and spT ′(Km)=k(pa+p+b)+(l−1)(a+1),m=kp+l, k0, 1 lp.
Proof. Let T = ([0, a + b] − {a + 1}) ∪ S, then T ⊆ T ′ and GT ′ is a subgraph of GT . So
(GnT ′)(G
n
T ′)(G
n
T ) (1)
for all n ∈ Z+. Note that the vertex sets of the recursive cliques of GT and GT ′ all are
{0, a + 1, 2(a + 1), . . . , (p − 1)(a + 1)), pa + p + b, pa + p + b + (a + 1),
pa + p + b + 2(a + 1), . . . , pa + p + b + (p − 1)(a + 1),
2(pa + p + b), 2(pa + p + b) + (a + 1),
2(pa + p + b) + 2(a + 1), . . . , 2(pa + p + b) + (p − 1)(a + 1),
. . .
k(pa + p + b), k(pa + p + b) + (a + 1),
k(pa + p + b) + 2(a + 1), . . . , k(pa + p + b) + (p − 1)(a + 1), . . . . . .}.
So Gn
T ′ and G
n
T share the same maximum recursive clique for all n ∈ Z+. Since T ∈ G(see
[2, p. 210]), by Theorem 1.2, The maximum recursive clique of GnT , i.e., the maximum
clique of GnT , is also the maximum clique of G
n
T ′ . Hence T
′ ∈ G and
(GnT ′) = (GnT ) (2)
for all n ∈ Z+. Furthermore, by Theorems 2.4 and 1.3, T ∈ E and
(GnT ) = (GnT ) (3)
for all n ∈ Z+. Combining (1)–(3), we get (Gn
T ′) = (GnT ′) for all n ∈ Z+. By
Theorem 2.3, we have T ′ ∈ E.
Similar to Theorem 2.1, by Theorem 1.1, we also have spT ′(Km) = k(pa + p + b) +
(l − 1)(a + 1),m = kp + l, k0, 1 lp. The proof is complete. 
As the special cases we have the following two corollaries, when p = 2, b = 2, 4.
Corollary 3.5. If T =[0, a]∪{a+2, a+4, a+6, . . . , 2(a+1)}∪R∪S′,where a is an even
integer andR ⊆ {a+5, a+7, . . . , 2(a+1)+1}, S′ contains no i(2a+4), i(2a+4)+(a+1)
and i(2a + 4) + (a + 3), where i ∈ Z+. Then T ′ ∈ E, and
spT ′(Km) =
{
k(2a + 4) if m = 2k + 1, k0,
(k − 1)(2a + 4) + a + 1 if m = 2k, k1.
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Corollary 3.6. If T =([0, a+4]−{a+1})∪{a+6, a+8, . . . , 2(a+1), 2(a+1)+2}∪R∪S′,
where a is an even integer and R ⊆ {a + 7, a + 9, . . . , 2(a + 1) + 3}, S′ contains no
i(2a + 6), i(2a + 6) + (a + 1) and i(2a + 6) + (a + 5), where i ∈ Z+. Then T ∈ E, and
spT ′(Km) =
{
k(2a + 6) if m = 2k + 1, k0,
(k − 1)(2a + 6) + a + 1 if m = 2k, k1.
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